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American Cyber and Plurilock Form Strategic Alliance 

	

Plurilock’s	biometric	authentication	software	provides	

expanded	Cyber	security	service	offerings	and	data	protection	to	clients	
	

CLIFTON,	VA	–	(October	2018)	–	American Cyber, a C4ISR and Cyber solutions company 

in Clifton, VA, has announced a technology and go-to-market partnership with Plurilock to 

introduce pioneering biometrically driven security software that verifies the identities of 

authorized users regardless of credentials used to access systems.   

“Plurilock provides state-of-the-art biometric systems for endpoint authentication, 

detection and response by identifying invisible micro-patterns in users’ keystrokes and 

mouse movements,” explains Gary Winkler, President of American Cyber.  “These 

behavioral signatures are compared to users’ activity, enabling the software to detect 

anomalies and unauthorized activity.  And all this is done in the background without any 

impact on users.   

“As the number and sophistication of cyber-attacks on networks increase, we are 

continually upgrading cyber security systems to protect our networks.  This cutting-edge 

technology provides real-time endpoint visibility and human telemetry for biometric 

analysis, the ultimate in network security,” Winkler continues.    
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“As one of our premier technology partners, Plurilock’s state-of-the-art technology will 

revolutionize how customers securely access data on their networks,” he concluded.   

About	American	Cyber	

American Cyber focuses on integrating innovative capabilities into Government operations 

and systems.  The company has decades of experience leading transformational C4ISR and 

Cyber initiatives in support of National Security missions. American Cyber identifies, 

implements, and integrates the latest proven technology solutions based upon its unique 

insight into the needs and processes of the U.S. Government, along with specialized 

knowledge in all aspects of C4ISR and Cyber technologies. Their ability to solve any 

challenge from network gateways to end-users, including mobile device challenges, allows 

American Cyber to offer Solutions with Velocity.  American Cyber is a quality-focused 

organization and is CMMI Level 3, and ISO 20000, 27000, and 9000 rated.  For more 

information on American Cyber go to http://www.americancyber.com 

About	Plurilock	

Plurilock develops state-of-the-art biometric solutions for network security.  Plurilock’s 

cyber security suite includes Plurilock Aware, which allows organizations to identify users 

through the patterns of their keystrokes and mouse movements; and Plurilock Defend, 

which provides continuous, invisible endpoint and detection response (EDR) against 

identity threats.  Specifically, Plurilock Aware integrates with existing systems and 

monitors users’ behavior to provide identity risk scores, while Plurilock Defend provides a 

continuous EDR solution for workplace identity threats.  Plurilock has contracts with the 

DoD, the Department of Homeland Security, and financial and health organizations 

worldwide.  Plurilock is a privately held corporation with offices in Victoria, British 

Columbia; New York; and Baltimore. 


